Call for Application

Company Profile:
Europraxis is an international strategy and management consulting firm. Our mission is to help leading international corporations to improve their value through an innovative business approach, deep implementation involvement and a commitment to achieving quantifiable results. Europraxis is now recognized as one of the top consulting companies operating in Europe and Latin America.

Europraxis has developed strong skills in sectors such as telecommunications, consumer goods, utilities, financial institutions, tourism and leisure and in the logistic, supply chain and transport areas.

Europraxis’ collegial, entrepreneurial environment encourages and rewards hard work and results. Our focus on final results depends on the vast responsibility we offer to all our consultants. We want our staff to contribute to the firm’s growth, and we want them to be rewarded for it at any level. Upward progress is defined entirely by the individual’s abilities and performance.

More than 400 professional consultants of combined consulting experience are the driving force behind EuroPraxis’ growth.

In April 2001 Indra acquired Europraxis. With this operation Europraxis has maintained its unique culture, while gaining strong financial support to reinforce its growth and development plans. For more information please refer to our website at www.europraxis.com

Job Title:
Management Consultant

Division Recruiting:
Strategy Department

Position Description:
EuroPraxis is a great place to work. Our goal is to invest as much in your success as you do, so we look for people willing to accept the challenge of becoming one of our consultants.

Consultants have a key role in EuroPraxis since they assume the responsibility of executing projects. With their managers support they define and carry out the necessary steps in each of the work stages.

Consultants work continually with the project manager, establishing the work methodology to be followed and reporting the stage of advance at the time. They are responsible for carrying out the necessary analysis, either directly or through analysts. They work jointly with clients, presenting and establishing the project conclusions. As they acquire experience they exercise stronger leadership roles within projects.

MBA graduates start as generalist consultants with a career plan to develop themselves within EuroPraxis’ expertise areas.

Job Location:

Our headquarters are in Barcelona and we carry out global recruiting for all our worldwide offices: Barcelona, Caracas, Madrid, Lisbon, Milan, Mexico City, Paris & São Paulo.
How student should apply:

• To apply, email your CV and Cover Letter to careers.online@ie.edu by Monday, October 31st

• Please always CC your career advisor.

• The application document consists of a one-page CV and a one-page cover letter, saved together in Word with the following name: EuroPraxis_NameSurname_IMBA.doc (example: EuroPraxis_MarySmith_IMBA.doc)

Application Deadline:
October 31st, 2011

Requirements candidate experience level:

EuroPraxis’ unique form of implementation requires not only traditional consulting skills but also a strong capacity for solving real problems and managing client relationships.

We look for action-oriented MBA graduates with outstanding analytical skills, teamwork orientation, willingness to travel and relevant professional experience either in Management Consulting or in Europraxis main sectors of expertise:

• Energy & Utilities
• Telecom & Media
• Financial Services
• FMCG

Candidates must be able to speak the local language of the office they are applying to and be fluent in English.